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University people in here?
Benefits everyone students, professors, open source projects
Usability in Free Software

by Jan Christoph Borchardt

1. Introduction
   About the author
   About this document
   Problem
   Goal
2. The project & you
   You are a usability person
   You are a developer
3. Project aspects
   Website & information
   Application itself
   Installation
   Getting help
   Contributing
4. Technology
   Test device
   Test object
   Recording
5. Participants
   Family, friends, coworkers, strangers
   Traveling, rideshare, hostel
   Public places, at the mall, on the street
6. Research
   Dogfood
   Be a new user
   Review
   Benchmark other software
   Benchmark opinions
   Hear users
   Ask users
   Make things differently
   Test mockups
   Watch people use the software

Usability in Free Software

Freedom 4: The freedom to use the program effectively, efficiently and satisfactorily. A guide by Jan Christoph Borchardt.

Abstract

For a software to truly be free, people need to be able to easily use it without help. This is a quick start to usability testing in a distributed and independent development environment: A collection of usability methods applicable especially in free & open source projects.
Merz Akademie

Open Source Designers
A collection of links, resources, and design patterns for designers making Free & open source software!

resources
How to get street cred as a designer in open source projects.
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patterns
A collection of UI/UX patterns for different types of applications.
University people
let’s talk!
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